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Kate, Mia, Lainey, and Gabby are special girls. They know how to travel to Never Land, and this time Kate
is craving an adventure. She gets her wish when mysterious mist horses arrive in Pixie Hollow and one takes
her on a journey through the magical island. Tinker Bell and the Disney Fairies star in a magical early
chapter book series for girls ages 6-10--The Never Girls!
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From Reader Review From the Mist for online ebook

Bella A says

Goof book

Excellent book for 6-9 years old children. The story is interesting even for adult readers. Enjoyed while my
daughter read it out loud.

Kayla says

This is obviously geared towards someone who likes horses more than I do because I found the story to be
fairly dull in comparison to the other Nevergirls books.

Ellen says

Fairies, girls and magic horses... what could be a better fit? Kate is fascinated with a herd of mist horses and
runs off to ride one. The only trouble is, these horses have been rumored to bewitch and capture their riders
so they never stop riding. Will Kate be their latest victim?

Jessica Robbins says

For complete review check out my blog at https://booksaplentybookreviews as of September 26, 2017

Steve says

One of the strongest books in the series so far. Even as I write this, my eight-year-old daughter who I read it
with is trying to change the rating to five stars! This was an atmospheric thriller (though only mildly tense,
mindful of its young, target audience) that was well-paced, richly detailed, and filled with stronger character
development than past entries into this series.

Nicole Wrightson says

I enjoyed reading the first three with my daughter last year or the year before I can't remember. But I finally
got to book four.

These are good books if you like fairies and want some more of Tinkerbell and her friends. The good thing
about these books it brings one fairy to the front of the story. So you get to know that one a bit more. But a



lot of them are always around and part of the story in some way.

Gabby, Mia, Lainey and Kate are able to go back and forth to Never Land via a portal now located in
Gabby's closet.

They wake up to discover Gabby's room is for some reason full of fog that seems to be coming from the
closet. But they can't wait to go to Never Land. They go through to discover Never Land is covered in a thick
Mist. They can't see too much of anything.

Slivermist and some of the other water fairies are trying to get their boats to shore without crashing because
they can barely make out each other in the mist. Slivermist keeps thinking of something in the back of her
mind. But then they discover the mist horses. That is when she really starts worrying. She worries so much it
sends her to the library. That is where she discovers the legend of the mist horses. She knows legend are not
always what they seem to be but what if the worst part of this one is true? But on top of that they discover
that Kate is now riding one of the mist horses. Can Slivermist help the girls find her in time? Or will the
legend be true and it's already too late?

I love that this book is so fun to read. I really want to finish them even without my daughter.

Courtney Umlauf says

This is a sweet series, especially good for very advanced young readers. The writing is great and features a
varied vocabulary, but the content is light and appropriate for little ones.

Series Review | TpT Store | Pinterest

Avery says

I like the part when Kate rode the mist horse.

Samantha Pantenburg says

I enjoyed reading this book to my 5 year old who loves the Never Girls adventures in Neverland. I
appreciated the way this book highlights the importance of friendship and doing the right thing. I would
recommend this series to young readers and readers who have their presents read to them

Pop Bop says

Most Exciting and Suspenseful Volume in the Series So Far

This is the fourth book in the Never Girls series. I was pleased with the first two books. I was very



disappointed by the third book, which was sour and out-of-sorts, loaded with irresponsible behavior, and
completely humorless. I am happy to report that not only is this book as good as the first two, it is actually
very suspenseful and action filled as well as very fairy oriented.

The four girls who visit Pixie Hollow, (Kate, Mia, Lainey, and Gabby), continue to display distinct
personalities and are more developed as characters than I've generally found in books like this at this reading
level. Kate is athletic and sporty; Lainey is the animal lover; Mia is a bit of a fashion maven; Gabby is Mia's
five year old fairy obsessed sister.

Book 2 featured Lainey, Book 3 featured Mia and Gabby, and Book 4 features Kate. Don't know beyond
that, but there are at least a few more after them.

The plot for this book is a good one. The girls return to Pixie Hollow and find the entire land covered in a
creepy foggy mist. MAJOR SPOILER AHEAD. Mist Horses appear out of the fog. The fairies are wigged
out because old tales identify Mist Horses as portents of bad events. Nevertheless Kate starts to ride one of
the horses and it appears she is under a spell, can't get off and has to be saved. Lots of running around and
confusion. All of the fairies and kids cooperate to track down Kate and the spectral horsey kidnapper. Very
exciting stuff. So, as in the first book, there is some action, a bit of adventure, travel in and about Pixie
Hollow, and more examples of common sense decision making. (There is also a surprising happy ending).
END MAJOR SPOILER.

As before, the writing is direct, descriptive and not overly cutesy. The author respects the reader and the
genre, and is stepping up from just a fairy book to more of a fantasy/adventure style. That said, the books
remain generally cheerful, with a satisfying and pleasant feel. This book is distinguished by a lot of action on
the fairy side, with lots of different fairies involved.

So, if you want an early reader that has a bit of fantasy/adventure and a nice vibe, the books in this series are
certainly worth considering. For what it's worth, you can read the books out of order, since the background is
always laid out in the first few pages. If you start at the beginning of the series, though, you get to start with
the girls' initial discovery of Pixie Hollow, which is sort of fun, and you get to see the development of the
characters.

Please note that I secured my copy of this book from my local elibrary. I have no connection at all to the
author or the publisher of this book. (But I do vaguely remember when Uncle Walt would come over to
babysit. Not really.)

Becky Keir Grace says

Such cute series! In this fourth installment, then girls return to Pixie Hollow where a strange mist has rolled
in. Since it is rarely foggy in Pixie Hollow the fairies wonder what it could mean! The mist horses have
returned, and Kate goes on a wild adventure!

These are such good books for a reader that is just stepping out on their own, wanting a story with a little
meat to it. It’s just over 100 pages long with excitement and mystery.



Linda Lou says

Kate, Mia and Lainey are the best of friends and then there is Gabby, Mia's little sister who is a true and
ardent believer of fairies. It is early in the morning and the girls had a sleep over at Mia's house when they
decide to visit Neverland through Gabby's closet...but what is this? There is a white mist floating out of the
closet. What in the world is going on in Neverland? The girls have to find out so off they go into the mist
together. There is a reason for this. They had a made a promise after their last adventure (a dandelion wish)
to only going to Neverland together.

Pixi Hollow is engulfed in a thick white misty fog...so thick that they can barely see anything if front of
them. All of the fairies, except the fairy scouts, are "grounded" by the order of Queen Clarion for safety.
Suddenly a herd of misty horses show up and Kate is captivated. As they all head back to the Home Tree to
wait out the mist, Kate decides to take one more look at these misty horses and the adventure begins.

"Mist in the morning, fairies take warning"..that is what kept going through Silvermist's mind. Silvermist is a
water-talent fairy and she heard this phrase before; but what did it mean? Kate and her friends would soon
find out.

The Never Girl series is perfect for the beginning chapter reader. The story is captivating, the characters are
everyday believable, the length is just right and yes, there are a few lessons to be learned. I first discovered
the series a little while ago with the first adventure, in a blink. I have read all of the adventures and when I
am done, I send them to my 6 year old granddaughter. She reads them and then we talk about them on the
phone. It is our very own book clutch. We talk about the story, of course; but also some "whys". It makes her
think...why did Gabby do that or "cause/action and effect". She feels so grown up talking about the books.
She even goes on line to see when the next adventure will be out so I can pre-order it! What a wonderful way
to spend some time with my granddaughter long distance! By the way, the next adventure (#5) will be out in
January 2014 and it is called wedding wings!

Christina says

I loved the perspective of Gabby. I think the author has done a splendid job making each girl come to life
even when switching between their point of view for each book. such a cute and fun girl series!

Jen says

This was really cute. My daughter and I (she's 8) would read it before bed, at least one chapter and it's a fast-
moving, easy to comprehend book. Actually, I'm sort of looking forward to reading more from this Never
Girls series. I like that you get to know more of Tinkerbell's little fairy-friends and use your imagination to
step into the fairy world with these four little girls. It's not too cheesy and the situations are about as bizarre
or far-fetched as one would expect from a trip to Neverland...

This book centers on both Kate and Silvermist. Kate and the girls head to Neverland, get waylaid by the mist
horses (that also come along with a nasty rumor/legend about these darn horses being really bad juju).
Somewhere along the way, we witness Silvermist doubting her choices and leadership ability, and we see
Kate totally ditch her friends to ride off - literally - into the clouds on the mist horse (HER mist



horse)...which, just because it's a horse made from mist doesn't mean that you can't ride it, touch and pet it. It
nickers and neighs. Basically a real horse. Only from mist. But not really. Yea.

Anyway. So, the moral is cute, the ending wraps everything up nicely and, like I said above, left me wanting
to read others from this series.

Vanessaelias says

The book " from the mist" by kiki Thorpe is a great fantsy story because it is about girls that have a great
imagination and it is all about girl power. Another reason I love this book because it is a great child book
(which I am). I would recommend you reading it.


